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Abstract—The booming of computer networks and software applications has led to an explosive growth in the potential damage caused by network attacks. Efficient detection of abnormal traffic in networks is appealing for facilely mastering the traffic tracking and locating for network usage at low resource cost. High quality abnormal traffic detection of Internet becomes particularly relevant during the automated services of multiple application situations. This paper proposes a novel abnormal traffic detection algorithm called ODFM based on the optimization of data feature and mining. Specially, we develop a feature selection strategy to reduce the feature analysis dimension, and set a peer-to-peer (P2P) traffic identification module to filter and mine the related service traffic to reduce the amount of data detection and facilitate the abnormal traffic detection. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm greatly improves the detection accuracy, which verifies its effectiveness and competitiveness in the general tasks of abnormal network traffic detection.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the increasing complexity and volume of network traffic, the need for effective anomaly traffic detection algorithms is essential to ensure the security and reliability of networks. Anomaly traffic, which deviates significantly from normal patterns, can indicate potential cyber threats, network performance issues, or abnormal user behavior [1]. Anomaly traffic detection involves the identification of abnormal patterns or behaviors within network traffic that deviate significantly from the expected norm. The study has drawn great attention in recent decades due to the strong security demands on the network communications. However, traffic detection is deemed to be a developing and challenging issue since it needs to deal with various difficulties coming from imbalanced data, increasing network traffic volume, evolving and sophisticated attacks, as well as dynamic and variable network environments [2-5]. Various techniques have been developed to detect and analyze such anomalies, ranging from statistical-based methods [6-8], time series analysis [9-11], machine-learning based methods [12-14], deep-learning based methods [15-17], ensemble methods [18-20], flow-based analysis [21-23], hybrid methods [24, 25], to unsupervised clustering methods [26, 27].

Statistical based methods analyze network traffic data statistically to model normal behavior and detect anomalies [8]. These methods include mean-based models, standard deviation-based models, moving average models, and Gaussian distribution modeling. Time series analysis techniques model network traffic as a time-ordered series of data points, capturing temporal dependencies and patterns. Techniques such as Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) [28], Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [29], and Wavelet Transform [30] is commonly used for time series analysis in anomaly detection. On the other hand, machine learning algorithms leverage historical network traffic data to distinguish between normal and anomalous patterns. Supervised learning algorithms like Support Vector Machines (SVM) [31], Random Forests [32], and Neural Networks classify traffic based on labeled datasets. Unsupervised learning algorithms, such as clustering and density estimation, detect anomalies without prior labeling. Deep learning algorithms, such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), automatically learn hierarchical and temporal patterns from raw network traffic data, excelling in detecting complex and evolving anomalies. However, they require significant computational resources and large labeled datasets. Ensemble methods combine multiple anomaly detection models to improve overall detection performance. Techniques like bagging, boosting, and stacking reduce false positives and enhance accuracy. Flow-based analysis aggregates network traffic into flows, representing communication between specific source and destination IP addresses. Flow-based anomaly detection uses flow features such as traffic volume, duration, or byte count to identify deviations from normal flow behavior. Besides, hybrid methods integrate multiple detection techniques, such as statistical, machine learning, and rule-based methods, to enhance accuracy. These approaches leverage the strengths of each technique to effectively identify a wide range of anomalies. Unsupervised clustering methods group network traffic instances into clusters, identifying anomalies as instances that deviate or form separate clusters. Clustering algorithms like k-means [33], DBSCAN [34], and self-organizing maps (SOM) [35] are commonly employed for anomaly traffic detection.

These mentioned methods have been faced with various difficulties and challenges. For instance, many continually develop sophisticated techniques to evade detection, employing tactics like traffic encryption, obfuscation, and mimicry. This poses a challenge for anomaly detection systems to identify and classify these evolving attacks accurately. Network traffic
often exhibits an imbalanced distribution, where normal traffic significantly outweighs anomalous traffic. Imbalanced data can lead to biased models that exhibit a higher false positive rate or overlook certain types of anomalies. Handling imbalanced data and addressing the bias towards the majority class is critical for effective anomaly detection. Network environments are dynamic, constantly evolving with changing user behavior, new applications, and network configurations. Anomaly detection algorithms need to adapt and remain capable of detecting novel or emerging anomalies. This requires continuous monitoring, model updates, and the ability to adapt to evolving network dynamics. Besides, real-time anomaly detection places stringent requirements on processing time and scalability. Efficient and scalable algorithms are necessary to handle large-scale network traffic, detect anomalies within strict time constraints, and ensure real-time analysis. Moreover, deep learning and complex machine learning models, while powerful in detecting anomalies, often lack interpretability and explain ability. Understanding the rationale behind anomaly detection outcomes is essential for effective response and decision-making by analysts. Ensuring transparent and interpretable anomaly detection models is a challenging task. These challenges are actively being explored and addressed through ongoing research and development efforts.

Advancing anomaly traffic detection techniques requires focusing on handling evolving attacks, addressing imbalanced and limited labeled data, enhancing adaptability to dynamic environments, reducing false positives, and improving interpretability. By addressing these challenges, the future advancement of anomaly detection systems in network traffic analysis can be achieved.

Developing appropriate anomaly detection method need to consider several factors, including the specific network environment, the characteristics of the anomalies, computational resources, and available data. Ongoing research and studies are actively exploring novel algorithms, advancements in machine learning techniques, and the integration of domain knowledge to enhance the accuracy and efficiency of anomaly detection in network traffic. These efforts aim to improve the detection capabilities in diverse network environments and adapt to evolving threat landscapes.

In this paper, we propose a new approach called ODFM to anomaly traffic detection that jointly optimizes the data volume and feature dimension to achieve high-accuracy detection results. The main contributions of the paper include:

1) The paper proposes a novel method of combining feature dimension reduction preprocessing with data mining optimization to general tasks of anomaly traffic detection, which takes into account the P2P traffic identification and the related-service traffic filter.

2) We introduce a feature selection strategy to achieve the feature dimension reduction, which can automatically locate key traffic information, speed up the anomaly detection and then propel the data optimization and engine extraction. It effectively addresses the issue of feature vector construction of data mining model.

3) An elaborate system design is conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed ODFM algorithm. Experimental evaluations have demonstrated its efficacy and great potential under various traffic anomaly detection conditions.

II. THE PROPOSED ODFM METHOD

A. Foundation Statement

The proposed ODFM method is designed to address the issue of anomaly traffic detection. To achieve the goal of ODFM, we develop an ODFM based anomaly network traffic detection system that can effectively identify and classify abnormal patterns within network traffic data. The system aims to enhance network security, mitigate potential threats, and optimize network performance. The system mainly involves data mining mechanism to complete the network anomaly traffic detection.

Data mining mechanism aims to facilitate advanced anomaly detection and prevention in network traffic through the application of association mechanisms. When employing association mechanisms, it becomes feasible to effectively detect patterns and hidden knowledge between diverse and interconnected data items. By combining various data attribute values, these mechanisms can predict attribute values for a certain class of data, which provides significant advantages in acquiring and utilizing patterns from massive datasets. Within computer information systems, the utilization of association mechanisms enables precise analysis of network anomalies, fault information, and user network data. The formation of fault factor sets and the integration and analysis of related information categories enhance the scrutiny of traffic data and management processes. Moreover, potential rules between different network information and data are derived, thereby lessening the likelihood of network risks and achieving efficient early warning and handling of abnormal network traffic.

The primary objective of this anomaly network traffic detection system is to reduce the data volume and feature dimensions processed by the anomaly detection module, thereby enhancing the detection accuracy. This system focuses specifically on detecting malicious scanning and denial of service (DoS)/distributed denial of service (DDoS) anomalies under the transmission control protocol, making it particularly applicable in transmission control protocol environments with a certain scale of hosts. Traditional anomaly traffic detection systems typically involve dealing with massive input data and implementing high-dimensional feature models for training. In contrast, the design of this system develops a feature selection strategy to reduce the dimensionality of feature analysis, and includes a P2P traffic identification module to filter relevant business traffic, thus reducing the data processing load and improving the accuracy of the detection process.

B. The Workflow of ODFM System

Fig. 1 depicts the detailed workflow of the proposed ODFM system architecture, which is designed with two primary phases, off-line training and online classification. In the off-line training phase, real-time network traffic and the corresponding known traffic labels are processed to create labeled training data. Through the application of hybrid feature extraction techniques in data preprocessing, an offline traffic
The data preprocessing module encompasses some vital components such as data storage and access, key table structural design, storage design, and trigger design. These elements ensure an efficient handling of the data during processing. Within the abnormal traffic classification detection module, the primary objective is to identify and filter P2P traffic, construct a weak classifier, and enhance its performance. By following this system design, it is possible to improve the accuracy and effectiveness of online traffic classification, enabling efficient detection and analysis of abnormal network traffic.

C. The Architecture Design

To achieve comprehensive maturity and facilitate modular construction in developing the proposed ODFM system for general anomaly network traffic detection, it is imperative to design and establish a corresponding software architectural framework. Maturity, in this context, refers to universally recognized technology that guarantees superior system performance, ultimately enhancing the system’s long-term viability. Modular construction involves methodically dividing software functionality into autonomous modules, thereby streamlining software maintenance and facilitating seamless upgrades.

The ODFM system is meticulously constructed upon the robust Model-View-Controller (MVC) design pattern, adopting a multi-layered approach. The design ensures an efficient segregation of crucial elements, encompassing business logic, interface display, and data models. As a result, the ODFM system achieves parallel operations, which can bolster its computational capabilities, and thereby optimizing the overall performance of network anomaly traffic detection.

The software technology implemented in the proposed system predominantly encompasses three distinctive layers. Fig. 2 illustrates the three-layer technical architecture. Firstly, Presentation Layer unveils an intuitive and user-friendly interface for seamless system operation and discernible result display. It adeptly handles the input data, promptly forwarding it to the Business Processing Layer or, in turn, receiving pertinent data communicated from the Business Parallel Processing Layer. Secondly, Business Processing Layer encompasses specific business logic, which is further partitioned into three sub-layers, including data acquisition, business applications and external interfaces. Notably, the external interfaces facilitate seamless data exchange and robust sharing capabilities between the ODFM system and other compatible systems, fostering optimal data application. Web Services has been judiciously chosen as the technology of choice for shaping these external interfaces. Lastly, Data Layer assumes the responsibility for efficient storage and meticulous management of indispensable network traffic information. It reliably provides indispensable data that fuels the construction of intricately designed classification models within the system. By harnessing the power of this meticulously crafted software technology architecture, the ODFM system confidently attains exemplary levels of maturity, modularity, and operational efficiency. With this robust framework in place, the system flawlessly accomplishes reliable network traffic analysis and impeccable management.

D. Implementation of Modules in ODFM

The ODFM design implementation adopts the Java programming language. For the proper functioning of the windows packet capture (Winpcap) in Java, it relies on utilizing Winpcap at the data link layer control level. Winpcap provides the required network underlying resource access interface for Java, offering extensive capabilities to interact with the network resources. This implementation ensures the advantage of maintaining system independence during the operational process.

Fig. 1. The detailed flow of the proposed ODFM, which contains an off-line training phase and an online classification phase.
In the module of traffic collection and parsing, Winpcap serves as a network data capturing framework, which offers excellent application performance in practical scenarios. It consists of filters, wpcap.dll, and packet.dll components. During the data capturing, the JpcapCaptor class provided by Jpcap enables the capture of network traffic. Typically, an instance object of this class is suited for specific network adapter devices, allowing various specified operations to be carried out. Firstly, network device selection is performed using the JpcapCaptor.getDeviceList() function of Java, which returns an array of NetworkInterface objects, representing the available network devices. Opening the network interfaces is done in a static mode through the openDevice() method, which requires four parameters, including enabling promiscuous mode. Secondly, packet capture is conducted using the processPacket() and loopPacket() callback methods within the JpcapCaptor class. The former is commonly used and supports non-blocking and timeout policies, while the latter does not provide these features. Thirdly, filtering rules can be set using Jpcap to achieve the filtration of unwanted packets. For instance, using an IP filter expression would only retain IP packets. Applying such filter rules not only reduces the system’s data processing load but also improves application performance significantly. During the system operation, once network traffic capture is realized, the data packets need to be analyzed and processed. By extracting key header fields and conducting comprehensive data and feature extraction, the groundwork is laid for future anomaly traffic detection.

In the module of data storage, traffic storage mainly lays the data foundation for the data mining model. In the construction of the ODFM system, the open-source MySQL database server is selected as the database management system. To enhance data storage efficiency and application performance, the c3p0 connection pool technology is also utilized. This involves submitting the opening and closing of database connections to the connection pool, which significantly improves the efficiency of data access at the application level. For the data parsing, the c3p0-config.xml is configured with the necessary database parameters. The inclusion of jar packages such as c3p0-0.9.1.2.jar, mysql-connector-java-5.08-bin.jar (the MySQL database driver package), and commons-dbutils-1.4.jar (JDBC encapsulation library) enables simplified development using the dbutils framework. This framework streamlines development by encapsulating result sets, managing resource releases, and facilitating database transactions. The database storage module design primarily focuses on table, trigger, and stored procedure implementations to fulfill the requirements of business needs. Trigger design plays a pivotal role in connecting the P2P traffic identification module with the abnormal traffic detection module. It enables the effective filtering of P2P traffic within transmission control protocol (TCP), thereby enhancing the accuracy of abnormal traffic data processing and reducing false positives. This is accomplished through a trigger that automatically deletes P2P traffic in the tcp_table based on IP addresses when a result is inserted into the p2p_result_table, thereby facilitating data filtering. These implementations are critical in meeting the functional requirements of the ODFM system while optimizing database storage efficiency and supporting accurate traffic analysis.

In the module of feature extraction engine, effective feature extraction provides corresponding feature samples for the traffic classification model. Fig. 3 provides a complete transition diagram of a TCP connection state. During the implementation of this module, statistical analysis of traffic information is conducted, and certain TCP sessions are maintained. For instance, non-three-way handshake RST packets are eliminated. The module’s core revolves around the utilization of different network connection states and the sequence of state transformations. This allows for the description of traffic information and enables the incorporation of state statistics mechanisms for analyzing packets in various states. In a TCP connection, if a TCP flow is initiated by the SYN initiator, the first forward starting point is determined. All directions are indicated as forward, denoted by “+”, while the direction of packets transmitted by the counterpart is represented by “-". In a complete TCP connection process, both nodes involved in the connection can initiate the connection, resulting in a symmetrical transformation graph. However, statistical analysis is typically performed based on one of the states. A complete TCP connection usually comprises three stages: the three-way handshake, data exchange, and connection release. Generally, only the relevant states are iterated in a self-looping manner. The application of this module allows for a comprehensive analysis of TCP traffic, ensuring accurate tracking of connection states and statistical analysis of corresponding packets. By considering the unique characteristics of each state, the module enables effective traffic analysis and facilitates the identification of potential anomalies or irregularities within TCP connections. During the operation of data feature extraction, this study focuses on analyzing packets that fall within {SYN, SYN/ACK, ACK, RST/ACK, RST, FIN, FIN/ACK, Data} categories. Any malformed packets that do not adhere to the RFC specification are promptly flagged for immediate alarm. In cases where the TCP connection is normal or RST packets are detected, the stream recording is halted, and the packet information is recorded and the connection is cleared. To effectively maintain the same flow information, the TCP packet sequence number is leveraged. Suppose the sequence number is denoted as S, the load size of the current packet is represented as L, and the sequence number of the subsequent TCP packet is S+L. This approach allows for accurate tracking and management of the flow information. On the other hand, the feature extraction of P2P traffic identification is relatively straightforward. It involves that extracting the payload length information from each UDP stream and realizing packet statistics using a List set. By focusing on these specific packet categories and applying appropriate techniques for maintaining flow information and
P2P traffic feature extraction, the ODFM streamlines the traffic analysis process and ensures the identification of abnormal or irregular packets while adhering to standardized protocols.

In the module of abnormal traffic classification module, we analyze the relevant feature samples extracted by the feature extraction engine module in the traffic classification module to obtain classification results. This allows us to construct a decision tree classifier and apply the AdaBoost algorithm [37] in the anomaly traffic classification module. With this operation, the classifier can be transformed into a strong classifier, which further enhances the accuracy of P2P traffic identification without the need for additional boosting.

In the anomaly traffic classification process, we primarily focus on the off-line training and online classification calculations. For practical classification, we need to develop additional functionality based on the related jar packages of Weka. Therefore, understanding the underlying algorithms encapsulated in Weka is crucial. Once the data mining process is complete, the anomalous network traffic is passed to the alert module, which generates alert information. The files containing non-anomalous traffic information are then deleted, completing the entire anomaly network traffic detection process. The decision tree training model is stored in memory. By loading the training samples and applying the “buildClassifier (Instances instances)” method, the trained classifier model is loaded into memory. Through these procedures, we can effectively analyze and classify abnormal network traffic, which ensures accurate detection and response to potential threats.

### III. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, comprehensive experiments are conducted to validate the effectiveness of our proposed ODFM method in the context of anomaly network traffic detection tasks. Stress tests are carried out on each module to analyze the system’s traffic processing capabilities. The average processing speed of each module is evaluated and presented in Table I, which highlights the competitive speed of the abnormal traffic classification detection module and indicates favor consumed time when processing a mass of data packets in the modules of traffic collection, parse and store. Although the system design incorporates the AdaBoost modeling strategy [37], which may initially require a longer training time, real-time classification becomes feasible after successfully completing the model building process. The trained model can be serialized in memory, enabling efficient offline training. During real-time classification, only the feature samples need to be directly input for processing.

Furthermore, the system employs multi-threaded parallel computing to pursue efficient processing times. For instance, the processing of 500,000 network data is completed in less than 180 seconds. However, in practical applications, traffic capture and statistics are typically implemented at minute intervals. In general, the statistical interval time above 180s can be considered to meet the real-time requirements of the system. The experimental results indicate the robustness and efficiency of the proposed ODFM method for anomaly network traffic detection, indicating its suitability and effectiveness for real-time applications.

### IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel anomaly traffic detection approach called ODFM that incorporates the optimization of feature dimension reduction and data mining. Different from the traditional methods that take massive data as input and implement the complex design of high-dimensional feature sample to achieve the model training, this paper first adopts the feature selection mechanism to reduce the feature analysis dimension, and sets the P2P traffic identification module to filter the related service traffic, so as to reduce the amount of data detection and improve the detection accuracy. The motivation behind ODFM is that an optimization of approximate feature dimension and normal traffic mining can complete fast anomaly detection while ensuring high detection accuracy. Experiments indicate that the whole pipeline can produce competitive detection results, and it can be able to address various challenging anomaly traffic situations, showing its obvious efficacy in the task of network anomaly traffic detection.
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